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Glossary

SEBI : Securities and Exchange Board of India
CRA : Credit Rating Agency
AUM : Assets under Management
CBT : Central Board of Trustees
ECA : External Concurrent Auditor
EDLI : Employees' Deposit Linked Insurance Scheme, 1976
EPF : Employees' Provident Fund Scheme, 1952
EPFO : Employees' Provident Fund Organization
EPS : Employees' Pension Scheme, 1995
FA & CAO: Financial Advisor and Chief Accounts Officer
GOI: Government of India
MoL&E : Ministry of Labour and Employment
N.A. : Not Applicable
RBI

: Reserve Bank of India

RFP : Request for Proposal
LOA : Letter of Award
PDD : Proposal Due Date
ROC : Registrar of Companies
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1. Disclaimer
1.1. This document is being published in connection with the proposed appointment of Consultant
who in turn will assist EPFO in Selection & Performance Review/Evaluation of Custodian and
Selection of External Concurrent Auditor.
1.2. This document does not constitute nor should it be interpreted as an offer or invitation for the
appointment of Consultant described herein.
1.3. This document is meant to provide information only and upon the express understanding that
recipients will use it only for the purpose of furnishing a Proposal for being appointed as a
Consultant for the purpose of “Selection & Performance Review of Custodian and Selection of
External Concurrent Auditor”. It does not purport to be all inclusive or contain all the information
regarding the appointment of Consultant or be the basis of any contract. No representation or
warranty, expressed or implied, will be made as to the reliability, accuracy or the completeness
of any of the information contained herein.
1.4. While this document has been prepared in good faith, neither the EPFO, nor any of its officers
make any representation or warranty or shall have any responsibility or liability whatsoever in
respect of any statements or omissions here from any liability is accordingly and expressly
disclaimed by the EPFO and any of its officers, even if any loss or damage is caused by any act
or omission on the part of the EPFO or any of its officers, or employee or Consultant, whether
negligent or otherwise.
1.5. By acceptance of this document, the recipient agrees that any information herewith will be
superseded by any subsequent written information on the same subject made available to the
recipient by or on behalf of the EPFO. EPFO or any of its respective officers undertake no
obligation, among others, to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to
update this document or to correct any inaccuracies therein which may become apparent.
1.6. EPFO reserves the right, at any time and without advance notice, to change the procedure for
the selection of Consultant or any part of the interest or terminate negotiations or the due
diligence process prior to the signing of any binding agreement.
1.7. The EPFO reserves the right to reject any or all proposals or cancel/withdraw the Request for
Proposal (RFP) without assigning any reason whatsoever and in such case no intending
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Applicant shall have any claim arising out of such action. At any time prior to the deadline for
submission of proposals, EPFO may modify for any reason deemed necessary, the RFP by
amendment notified on EFFO’s website and such amendment shall be binding on intending
Applicants.
1.8. The recipients of the RFP should carry out an independent assessment and analysis of the
requirements for appointment as Consultant and of the information, facts and observations
contained herein.
1.9. This document has not been filed, registered or approved in any jurisdiction. Recipients of this
document should inform themselves of any applicable legal requirements and conform to the
same.
1.10. This document constitutes no form of commitment on the part of the EPFO. Furthermore, this
document confers neither the right nor an expectation on any party to participate in the proposed
Consultant’s appointment process.
1.11. This document confers neither a right nor an expectation on any party to offer for appointment
as Consultant.
1.12. EPFO reserves the right to, not consider for the purpose of qualification, a proposal which is
found to be incomplete in content and/or attachments and/or authentication etc. or which is
received after the specified date and time, or not delivered as per the specified procedure.
1.13. When any proposal is submitted pursuant to this RFP, it shall be presumed by EPFO that the
Applicant has fully ascertained and ensured about its eligibility to act as Consultant, in the event
of it being selected ultimately to act as Consultant, under the respective governing laws and
regulatory regimen, and that there is no statutory or regulatory prohibition or impediment to act
as Consultant to assist EPFO in selection & performance review/evaluation of Custodian and
selection of External Concurrent Auditor and it has the necessary approvals and permission to
act as Consultant and further suffers no disability in law or otherwise to act as such.
1.14. Without prejudice to any other rights or remedies available to the EPFO, Consultant may be
disqualified and their proposals rejected for any reason whatsoever including those listed below:
1.14.1. Material misrepresentation by the Applicant in the Proposal.
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1.14.2. Failure by the Applicant to provide the information required to be provided in the
proposal pursuant to relevant sections of this document.
1.14.3. If information becomes known, after the Applicant has been appointed, which would
have entitled EPFO to reject or disqualify the relevant Consultant, EPFO reserves the
right to reject the applicant at the time, or at any time after, such information becomes
known to EPFO and no compensation, whatsoever, shall be payable to the Consultant
so rejected.
1.14.4. Any conviction by a Court of Law or indictment/adverse order by a regulatory authority
that casts a doubt on the ability of the applicant to perform duties and responsibility of
consultant as per this RFP.
1.15. All proposals and accompanying documents received within the stipulated time will become the
property of EPFO and will not be returned. The hardcopy version will be considered as the
official proposal.
1.16. Reference to any laws/regulations/guidelines in this RFP document is applicable to
laws/regulations/guidelines in India.
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2. Introduction
2.1 Article 41 of the Constitution of India under "Directive Principles of State Policy" provides that the
State shall, within the limits of its economic capacity and development, make effective provision
for securing the right to work, to education and to public assistance in cases of unemployment,
old age, sickness and disablement, and in other cases of undeserved want.
2.2 The Employees’ Provident Fund Organization (EPFO), India is a statutory body under the aegis
of the Ministry of Labour and Employment (MoL&E), Government of India. It is one of the largest
provident fund institutions in the world in terms of members, corpus and volume of financial
transactions. The main objective of the organization is to provide old-age social security to the
subscribers.
2.3 The Employees' Provident Funds & Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952 was enacted by
Parliament and came into force with effect from 14th March, 1952. Presently, the following three
schemes are in operation under the Act:
2.3.1 Employees' Provident Fund Scheme, 1952 (EPF)
2.3.2 Employees' Deposit Linked Insurance Scheme, 1976 (EDLI)
2.3.3 Employees' Pension Scheme, 1995 (EPS) (replacing the Employees' Family Pension
Scheme, 1971)
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The organization structure is as follows and is only a sketch:

The organization functions under the overall superintendence of the Central Board of Trustees (CBT),
a tripartite body, headed by the Honorable Union Minister for Labour and Employment as Chairman.
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3. Terms of Reference
3.1

Paragraph 52 of the Employees’ Provident Fund Scheme, 1952 CBT, EPF provides that all
money should be invested, as per the direction of Government of India and accordingly, CBT
EPF appoints Portfolio Managers for managing the EPFO corpus to be invested as per the
investment pattern prescribed by the MoL&E & investment guidelines issued by EPFO from time
to time, Custodian for securities held in all the schemes of EPFO, and External Concurrent
Auditor (ECA) for audit of investments done by EPFO’s portfolio managers.

3.2

CBT, EPF appoints a consultant for the Selection & Performance Review of the Custodian and
Selection of External Concurrent Auditor.

3.3

This document is a Request for Proposal (RFP) for the appointment of Consultants who in turn
would assist EPFO in “Selection & Performance Review of Custodian and Selection of External
Concurrent Auditor”. Those Applicants who may wish to participate in the selection process
must submit their proposals as per the process defined in the document.

3.4

Further information is available on website of EPFO i.e. www.epfindia.gov.in
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4. Duties & Responsibilities of the Consultant
4.1 The Consultant must:
4.1.1 Ensure that the selection & performance review/evaluation of Custodian and selection of
External Concurrent Auditor is to be conducted by a team consisting of qualified
professionals with at least five years of work experience in the field of financial analysis
and should have an experience in conducting Selection & Performance
Review/Evaluation of Custodian and Selection of External Concurrent Auditor for
pension/provident/insurance funds/bodies.
4.1.2 Ensure, to the best possible extent that the team leader appointed for this task must
possess expertise & experience for Selection & Performance Review/Evaluation of
Custodian and Selection of External Concurrent Auditor.
4.2 Scope of work
4.2.1 Prepare Request for Proposal (RFP) for the selection of Custodian.
4.2.2 Prepare Request for Proposal (RFP) for the selection of External Concurrent Auditor.
4.2.3 Ensure that all the relevant rules & regulation as well as guidelines prescribed by
Government of India are followed for this task e.g. latest Manual of Procurement of
Consultancy and other services, General Financial Rules, CVC guidelines, applicable
guidelines issued by the regulatory and statutory bodies like IRDA, RBI, SEBI as well as
other such applicable relevant rules/regulation/guidelines etc.
4.2.4 Explore various options for submission of bids (Technical & Financial) including etendering platforms of the Government of India and advice the best & most secured
platform to be used for evaluation & submission of bids for the task associated with the
selection of Custodian and selection of ECA.
4.2.5 For the selection of Custodian and ECA, Consultant would be required to evaluate Prequalification bids, Technical bids and financial bids received, shortlist and recommend
Custodian and ECA for final selection and assist in preparation of agreement to be signed
by the EPFO with the selected Custodian and ECA.
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4.2.6 Adhere to the following timeline for the jobs that are as below:

4.3

Task
Selection of Custodian

Timeline
Within one month from the date of
appointment of Consultant

Selection of External Concurrent Auditor

Within one month from the date of
appointment of Consultant

Performance Review/Evaluation of Custodian and advisory to EPFO
4.3.1 Create relevant benchmark/parameters & design techniques for reviewing the
functioning/performance and provide for periodical modification of the same from time to
time as per the circumstances/requirement.
4.3.2 Conduct the above review/evaluation of the functioning/performance of the Custodian of
EPFO and prepare analytical analysis of performance review/evaluation on quarterly
basis. Also prepare consolidated cumulative performance reports of half yearly/yearly
and for other relevant periods as required from time to time. Also advise & suggest
measures and help EPFO & the Custodian for betterment/improvement, in all areas.

4.4

The Consultant will be required to make presentation of report submitted in each of the
deliverables mentioned above before the concerned officers and if need be before any
Committee of Central Board, EPF as well as MOLE/MOF/Standing Committee/Parliament &
Govt. of India etc., as and when required/suggested by EPFO.
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5. RFP Process
5.1 Steps in RFP Process
5.1.1 Submission of Pre-Qualification, Technical and Financial bids by Applicants.
5.1.2 The Applicants may respond to the RFP by submitting the required Pre-Qualification,
Technical and Financial bids to the EPFO as detailed in Section 7 of this document.
5.1.3 There must be an index at the beginning of the proposal detailing the summary of all
information contained in the proposal.
5.1.4 All pages of the proposal must be serially numbered. The currency of the proposal and
payments shall be in Indian National Rupees only.
5.1.5 Proposals, in its complete form in all respects as specified in the Tender Document, must
be submitted electronically through e-Procurement Portal only.
5.1.6 The authorized signatory under whose signature the bid documents are submitted should
be duly authorized by the Managing Director/CEO/CMD or equally competent authority of
the bidding firm.
5.1.7 Bids uploaded after the due date and the specified time (including the extended period if
any) for any reason whatsoever, shall not be entertained. Any bids submitted by
telex/telegram/ fax/e-mail etc. shall not be considered. No correspondence will be
entertained on this matter.
5.1.8 The bidder shall be responsible for all costs incurred in connection with participation in
the Tender process, including, but not limited to, costs incurred in conduct of informative
and other diligence activities, participation in meetings/discussions/presentations,
preparation of proposal, in providing any additional information required by EPFO to
facilitate the evaluation process, and in negotiating a definitive contract for all such
activities related to the bid process. EPFO shall in no case be responsible or liable for
those costs, regardless of the conduct or outcome of the bidding process.
5.1.9 EPFO reserves the right to modify and amend any of the above-stipulated
condition/criterion depending upon work priorities vis-à-vis urgent commitments.
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5.1.10 The authorized/competent representative of the Applicants may be present at the time of
opening of the Pre-Qualification, Technical and Financial bids.
5.1.11 EPFO at any point of time may not award any task and no payment shall be made for the
same. The decision to go forward or cancel rests entirely with EPFO.
5.2 Special Instructions for Online Bid Submission:
5.2.1 The bidders are required to submit soft copies of their bids electronically on the CPP
Portal, using valid Digital Signature Certificates. The instructions given below are meant
to assist the bidders in registering on the CPP Portal, prepare their bids in accordance
with the requirements and submitting their bids online on the CPP Portal.
5.2.2 More information useful for submitting online bids on the CPP Portal may be obtained at:
https://eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app.
5.2.3 REGISTRATION
5.2.3.1 Bidders are required to enroll on the e-Procurement module of the Central Public Procurement Portal
(URL: https://eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app) by clicking on the link “Online bidder Enrollment” on the
CPP Portal which is free of charge.
5.2.3.2 As part of the enrolment process, the bidders will be required to choose a unique username and assign
a password for their accounts.
5.2.3.3 Bidders are advised to register their valid email address and mobile numbers as part of the registration
process. These would be used for any communication from the CPP Portal.
5.2.3.4 Upon enrolment, the bidders will be required to register their valid Digital Signature Certificate (Class III
Certificates with signing key usage) issued by any Certifying Authority recognized by CCA India (e.g.
Sify / nCode / eMudhra etc.), with their profile.
5.2.3.5 Only one valid DSC should be registered by a bidder. Please note that the bidders are responsible to
ensure that they do not lend their DSC’s to others which may lead to misuse.
5.2.3.6 Bidder then logs in to the site through the secured log-in by entering their user ID / password and the
password of the DSC / e-Token.

5.2.4 SEARCHING FOR TENDER DOCUMENTS
5.2.4.1 There are various search options built in the CPP Portal, to facilitate bidders to search active tenders by
several parameters. These parameters could include Tender ID, Organization Name, Location, Date,
Value, etc. There is also an option of advanced search for tenders, wherein the bidders may combine a
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number of search parameters such as Organization Name, Form of Contract, Location, Date, Other
keywords etc. to search for a tender published on the CPP Portal.
5.2.4.2 Once the bidders have selected the tenders they are interested in, they may download the required
documents / tender schedules. These tenders can be moved to the respective ‘My Tenders’ folder. This
would enable the CPP Portal to intimate the bidders through SMS / e-mail in case there is any
corrigendum issued to the tender document.
5.2.4.3 The bidder should make a note of the unique Tender ID assigned to each tender, in case they want to
obtain any clarification / help from the Helpdesk.

5.2.5 PREPARATION OF BIDS
5.2.5.1 Bidder should take into account any corrigendum published on the tender document before submitting
their bids.
5.2.5.2 Please go through the tender advertisement and the tender document carefully to understand the
documents required to be submitted as part of the bid. Please note the number of covers in which the
bid documents have to be submitted, the number of documents - including the names and content of
each of the document that need to be submitted. Any deviations from these may lead to rejection of the
bid.
5.2.5.3 Bidder, in advance, should get ready the bid documents to be submitted as indicated in the tender
document / schedule and generally, they can be in PDF / XLS / RAR / DWF/JPG formats. Bid
documents may be scanned with 100 dpi with black and white option which helps in reducing size of the
scanned document.
5.2.5.4 To avoid the time and effort required in uploading the same set of standard documents which are
required to be submitted as a part of every bid, a provision of uploading such standard documents (e.g.
PAN card copy, annual reports, auditor certificates etc.) has been provided to the bidders. Bidders can
use “My Space” or ‘’Other Important Documents’’ area available to them to upload such documents.
These documents may be directly submitted from the “My Space” area while submitting a bid, and need
not be uploaded again and again. This will lead to a reduction in the time required for bid submission
process.
Note: My Documents space is only a repository given to the Bidders to ease the uploading process. If
Bidder has uploaded his Documents in My Documents space, this does not automatically ensure these
Documents being part of Technical Bid.

5.2.6 SUBMISSION OF BIDS
5.2.6.1 Bidder should log into the site well in advance for bid submission so that they can upload the bid in time
i.e. on or before the bid submission time. Bidder will be responsible for any delay due to other issues.
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5.2.6.2 The bidder has to digitally sign and upload the required bid documents one by one as indicated in the
tender document.
5.2.6.3 Bidder has to select the payment option as “offline” to pay the EMD as applicable and enter details of
the instrument.
5.2.6.4 Bidder should prepare the EMD as per the instructions specified in the tender document. The original
should be posted/couriered/given in person to the concerned official, latest by the last date of bid
submission or as specified in the tender documents. The details of the DD/any other accepted
instrument, physically sent, should tally with the details available in the scanned copy and the data
entered during bid submission time. Otherwise the uploaded bid will be rejected.
5.2.6.5 Bidders are requested to note that they should necessarily submit their financial bids in the format
provided and no other format is acceptable. If the price bid has been given as a standard BoQ format
with the tender document, then the same is to be downloaded and to be filled by all the bidders. Bidders
are required to download the BoQ file, open it and complete the white coloured (unprotected) cells with
their respective financial quotes and other details (such as name of the bidder). No other cells should be
changed. Once the details have been completed, the bidder should save it and submit it online, without
changing the filename. If the BoQ file is found to be modified by the bidder, the bid will be rejected.
5.2.6.6 The server time (which is displayed on the bidders’ dashboard) will be considered as the standard time
for referencing the deadlines for submission of the bids by the bidders, opening of bids etc. The bidders
should follow this time during bid submission.
5.2.6.7 All the documents being submitted by the bidders would be encrypted using PKI encryption techniques
to ensure the secrecy of the data. The data entered cannot be viewed by unauthorized persons until the
time of bid opening. The confidentiality of the bids is maintained using the secured Socket Layer 128 bit
encryption technology. Data storage encryption of sensitive fields is done. Any bid document that is
uploaded to the server is subjected to symmetric encryption using a system generated symmetric key.
Further this key is subjected to asymmetric encryption using buyers/bid opener’s public keys. Overall,
the uploaded tender documents become readable only after the tender opening by the authorized bid
openers.
5.2.6.8 The uploaded tender documents become readable only after the tender opening by the authorized bid
openers.
5.2.6.9 Upon the successful and timely submission of bids (i.e. after Clicking “Freeze Bid Submission” in the
portal), the portal will give a successful bid submission message & a bid summary will be displayed with
the bid no. and the date & time of submission of the bid with all other relevant details.
5.2.6.10

The bid summary has to be printed and kept as an acknowledgement of the submission of the

bid. This acknowledgement may be used as an entry pass for any bid opening meetings.

5.2.7 ASSISTANCE TO BIDDERS
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5.2.7.1 Any queries relating to the tender document and the terms and conditions contained therein should be
addressed to the Tender Inviting Authority for a tender or the relevant contact person indicated in the
tender.
5.2.7.2 Any queries relating to the process of online bid submission or queries relating to CPP Portal in general
may be directed to the 24x7 CPP Portal Helpdesk.

5.3 Earnest Money Deposit (EMD)
5.3.1 The Bidders shall furnish, as part of its bid, a refundable EMD of INR 10,00,000/(Rupees Ten Lakhs only) in form of by Demand Draft in favour of Central Provident Fund
Commissioner payable at State Bank of India, New Delhi.
5.3.2 The bid will be disqualified if the EMD is not submitted along with the pre-qualification
proposal. Unsuccessful bidder’s EMD will be released as promptly as possible, but not
later than 15 days after the award of the contract to the successful bidder. The successful
bidder’s EMD will be released after signing the Contract and deposit of Performance
Bank Guarantee (PBG). No interest will be payable by EPFO on the amount of the EMD.
5.3.3 The EMD may be forfeited in following cases:
5.3.3.1 If a bidder withdraws his bid or increases his quoted prices during the period of bid validity or its
extended period, if any; or
5.3.3.2 If any misrepresentation on part of a bidder is discovered before, during or after completion of RFP
process; or
5.3.3.3 In the case of a successful bidder, if it fails within the specified time limit to:
a)

Sign the Agreement or,

b)

Furnish the required Performance Bank Guarantee (PBG) as per clause 5.7.

5.4 Completeness of bid documents
5.4.1 EPFO will evaluate the contents of the documents received to ascertain that all
documents/information requirements are provided in the format and the manner specified.
5.4.2 EPFO may, where necessary, seek further clarifications from any/ all applicants in
respect of any information provided in the RFP.
5.4.3 The Applicant must furnish clarifications within the stipulated time frame failing which the
RFP submitted by the Applicant concerned will be treated as incomplete and rejected.
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5.5 Evaluation of Technical and Financial bids
5.5.1 All Applicants, who qualify on the Pre-Qualifications bid criteria as laid down in this RFP
would only, be further evaluated on technical and financial bids.
5.5.2 The Technical bids of all the Applicants will be evaluated as per the criteria specified in
this RFP as per the rating system.
5.5.3 Applicant eligible for technical bid evaluation will be required to give a write-up on
Methodology to be followed for execution of assignment. The applicants may be required
to give a presentation on the same, if asked by EPFO. High quality of work and
suggestions will be appreciated.
5.5.4 The final evaluation would be based on both technical and financial bids as explained in
this RFP.
5.5.5 The proposals shall be valid for a period of Six (6) months from the date of opening of the
Financial Bid.
5.6 Finalization of the Consultant
5.6.1 The successful Consultant will be finalized based on the evaluation criteria and the
decision of the EPFO shall be final and the same will be informed accordingly.
5.6.2 EPFO reserves the right to cancel the appointment process and may decide further
course of action without assigning any reason thereof at any point of time.
5.7 Performance Bank Guarantee
5.7.1 Performance Bank Guarantee (PBG) shall be of an amount equal to Rs. 25,00,000/(Rupees Twenty Five Lakhs Only).
5.7.2 The selected Consultant will furnish a Performance Bank Guarantee (PBG) substantially
in the specified form by nationalized scheduled Banks as performance security towards
this contract.
5.7.3 The selected Consultant shall at his own expense, deposit with EPFO, within seven (07)
working days of the date of notice of award of the contract or prior to signing of the
contract, whichever is earlier, an unconditional and irrevocable Performance Bank
Guarantee (PBG) from a Nationalized Scheduled Bank acceptable to EPFO, payable on
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demand, for the due performance and fulfillment of the contract by the selected
Consultant.
5.7.4 All charges whatsoever such as premium, commission, etc. with respect to the
Performance Bank Guarantee shall be borne by the selected Consultant.
5.7.5 The performance bank guarantee shall be valid till the Expiration of Contract plus Three
months, subject to annual renewals.
5.7.6 The Performance Bank Guarantee may be discharged/ returned by EPFO upon being
satisfied that there has been due performance of the obligations of the selected
Consultant under the contract. However, no interest shall be payable on the Performance
Bank Guarantee.
5.7.7 In the event of the selected Consultant being unable to service the contract for whatever
reason, or any misrepresentation is discovered, EPFO would evoke the PBG.
Notwithstanding and without prejudice to any rights whatsoever of EPFO under the
Contract in the matter, the proceeds of the PBG shall be payable to EPFO as
compensation for any loss resulting from the selected Consultant’s failure to complete its
obligations under the Contract. EPFO shall notify the selected Consultant in writing of the
exercise of its right to receive such compensation within 15 days, indicating the
contractual obligation(s) for which the selected Consultant is in default.
5.7.8 EPFO shall also be entitled to make recoveries from the selected Consultant’s bills,
performance bank guarantee, or from any other amount due to him, the equivalent value
of any payment made to him due to inadvertence, error, collusion, misconstruction or
misstatement.
5.8 Settlement of Disputes
5.8.1 Force Majeure
5.8.1.1 Force majeure shall not include any events caused due to acts/omissions of such party or result from a
breach/contravention of any of the terms of the contract, bid and/or the tender. It shall also not include
any default on the part of a party due to its negligence or failure to implement the stipulated/proposed
precautions, as were required to be taken under the contract.
5.8.1.2 The failure or occurrence of a delay in performance of any of the obligations of either party shall
constitute a force majeure event only where such failure or delay could not have reasonably been
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foreseen or where despite the presence of adequate and stipulated safeguards the failure to perform
obligations has occurred. In such an event, the affected party shall inform the other party in writing within
five days of the occurrence of such event. EPFO will make the payments due for services rendered till
the occurrence of force majeure. However, any failure or lapse on the part of the bidder in performing
any obligation as is necessary and proper to negate the damage due to projected force majeure events
or to mitigate the damage that may be caused due to the abovementioned events or the failure to
provide adequate disaster management/recovery or any failure in setting up a contingency mechanism
would not constitute force majeure, as set out above.
5.8.1.3 In case of a force majeure all parties will endeavor to agree on an alternate mode of performance in
order to ensure the continuity of service and implementation of the obligations of a party under the
Contract and to minimize any adverse consequences of force majeure.
5.8.1.4 Force majeure clause shall mean and be limited to the following in the execution of the work:a)

War / hostilities

b)

Riot or Civil commotion

c)

Earth quake, flood, tempest, lightning or other natural physical disaster

d)

Restriction imposed by the Government or other statutory bodies, which is beyond the control of
the selected Consultant, which prevent or delay the execution of the order by the selected
Consultant.

5.8.1.5 The selected Consultant shall inform EPFO in writing, the beginning and the end of the above causes of
delay, within seven days of the occurrence and cessation of the force majeure conditions. In the event of
a delay lasting for more than one month, if arising out of clauses of force majeure, EPFO reserve the
right to cancel the conditions of empanelment without any obligation to compensate the selected
Consultant in any manner for what so ever reason, subject to the provision of clause mentioned.
5.8.1.6 Applicable Law - The conditions shall be governed by the laws and procedures established by Govt. of
India, within the framework of applicable legislation and enactment made from time to time concerning
such commercial dealings/processing.
5.8.1.7 Notwithstanding above, decision of EPFO shall be final and binding on the bidders.

5.8.2 Termination for insolvency
5.8.2.1 EPFO may at any time terminate the Contract by giving written notice to the Successful Bidder, if the
successful bidder becomes bankrupt or otherwise insolvent. In this event termination will be without
compensation to the Successful Bidder, provided that such termination will not prejudice or affect any
right of action or remedy, which has accrued or will accrue thereafter to EPFO.
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5.8.3 Termination for convenience
5.8.3.1 EPFO, by written notice sent to the Successful Bidder may terminate the Contract, in whole or in part, at
any time for its convenience. The notice of termination shall specify that termination is for EPFO’s
convenience, the extent to which performance of the Successful Bidder under the Contract is
terminated, and the date upon which such termination becomes effective. However any undisputed
payment to the invoices of the task accomplished by successful bidder would be paid by EPFO. The
bidder shall not be entitled to claim any damages for such termination on any ground whatsoever.

5.8.4 Dispute Resolution
5.8.4.1 Any dispute, difference or controversy of whatever nature howsoever arising under or out of or in
relation to this Agreement (including its interpretation) between the Parties, and so notified in writing by
either Party to the other Party (the “Dispute”) shall, in the first in- stance, be attempted to be resolved
amicably in accordance with the conciliation procedure.
5.8.4.2 The Parties agree to use their best efforts for resolving all Disputes arising under or in respect of this
Agreement promptly, equitably and in good faith, and further agree to provide each other with
reasonable access during normal business hours to all non-privileged records, information and data
pertaining to any Dispute.
5.8.4.3 In case the disputes are not resolved amicably, the same shall be resolved through the process of
arbitration. EPFO shall have the right to appoint a sole arbitrator. The arbitration proceedings shall be
held in English language only in Delhi, India.
5.8.4.4 Any arbitration or dispute w.r.t. agreement will be treated under Arbitration and Reconciliation Act 1996
as amended in 2015.

5.9

Key Activities and Dates
The expected schedule of key activities for the purpose of this RFP is outlined below:
Sr.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
* The

Key Activities

Due Date*

Issue of Request For Proposal (RFP) on website of EPFO
Last date for submission of queries via e-mail only
(so.inv@epfindia.gov.in) on RFP
Pre-bid Conference
Issuance of revised RFP (If required) on website of EPFO
Last date for receipt of bid (Proposal Due Date)
Opening of EMD documents
Opening of Pre-Qualification bids
Opening of Technical bids for eligible Applicants
Presentation on technical bid by eligible bidders, if required
Opening of Financial bids for the eligible Applicants
Issuance of letters to selected Consultant
Selected Consultant to be ready in all respects

22 Oct, 2020, Thu
04:00 PM, 28th Oct, 2020, Wed

nd

11:00 AM, 30th Oct, 2020, Fri
rd
03 Nov, 2020, Tue
12:00 Noon, 16th Nov, 2020, Mon
th
12:00 Noon, 17 Nov, 2020, Tue
12:00 Noon, 18th Nov, 2020, Wed
12:00 Noon, 20th Nov, 2020, Fri
11:00 AM, 23th Nov, 2020, Mon
04:00 PM, 23th Nov, 2020, Mon
After approval of Competent Authority
Within 7 days of issue of letter intimating appointment

EPFO reserves the right to change any date/time mentioned in the schedule above.
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5.10 Pre-Bid Queries, Conference and Clarifications
5.10.1 Bidders Queries
5.10.1.1 The Bidders will have to ensure that their queries if any, shall reach EPFO by e-mail only at email id:
so.inv@epfindia.gov.in on or before 4.00 PM on 28th Oct, 2020. There may be a pre-Bid Conference
on 30th Oct, 2020 at 11.00 AM.
5.10.1.2 The Pre-Bid Conference may be conducted through video conferencing keeping in view the COVID-19
pandemic. The meeting links and credentials would be emailed to the bidders sending queries at the
given email address.
5.10.1.3 The queries should necessarily be submitted via email in the following format:
No.

Document Reference(s)
(Section & Page
Number(s))

Content of Tender Document
requiring Clarification(s)

Points of
Clarification

1.
2.
3.

5.10.1.4 EPFO shall not be responsible for ensuring that the bidders’ queries have been received by EPFO.
Any requests for clarifications after the indicated date and time may not be entertained by EPFO. EMail queries shall carry “Appointment of Consultant for Custodian and ECA - Tender Query Request”
in the subject line.

5.10.2 Responses to Pre-Bid Queries and Issue of Corrigendum
5.10.2.1 EPFO will endeavour to provide timely response to all queries. However, EPFO makes no
representation or warranty as to the completeness or accuracy of any response made in good faith,
nor does EPFO undertake to answer all the queries that may have been posed by the bidders.
5.10.2.2 At any time prior to the last date for receipt of bids, EPFO may, for any reason, whether at its own
initiative or in response to a clarification requested by a prospective Bidder, modify the Tender
Document by a corrigendum.
5.10.2.3 The Corrigendum (if any) will be posted on the website, www.epfindia.gov.in and on the Central Public
Procurement Portal viz. https://eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app and clarifications to the queries from all
bidders will be emailed to all participants of the pre-bid conference.
5.10.2.4 Any such corrigendum shall be deemed to be incorporated into this Tender Document.
5.10.2.5 In order to provide prospective Bidders reasonable time for taking the corrigendum into account, EPFO
may, at its discretion, extend the last date for the receipt of Proposals.
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6. Bid Evaluation Criteria
6.1

The Pre-Qualification criteria for selection of Consultant to assist EPFO in selection &
performance review of Custodian and selection of ECA are as follows:
S.
Supporting
Criteria
No
Document
The bidder as on the date of RFP, should be a company registered under the
Companies Act 1956, or Companies Act, 2013 or any Central or State
Section
1. Government Companies, Central Public Financial Institution, Corporation or
7.2.1
Commercial entity established through a statute of Parliament or a body
corporate registered under LLP Act 2008.
The bidder should have minimum 10 years of experience in the area of
Section
2. financial/advisory services in India or Globally, out of which minimum 5 years
7.2.2
of experience should be in India.
The Bidder should have never been disqualified by ROC/SEBI/IRDA/PFRDA
Section
3. or any other Legal/Financial Sector Regulatory Authority notified by
7.2.3
Government of India.
The bidder should be experienced in Selection & Performance
Section
4. Review/Evaluation of Custodian and Selection of Auditor for large pension/
7.2.4
provident/ insurance/mutual funds having corpus size of Rs 10000 Cr. or more.
The bidder should have minimum on-roll staff of 100 people working in the
Section
5. area of financial/advisory services. Out of these, at least 50 should be analysts
7.2.5
with experience and expertise in finance/advisory services.
The bidder, as on the date of RFP, should have handled 100
assignments/produced reports or a combination of 100 assignments and
reports in the area of financial/advisory services. Out of these 100 Section
6.
assignments/reports, at least 20 should be in respect of pension/provident 7.2.6
funds/insurance funds/banking or financial institution based in India or abroad
which must be having minimum corpus size/net worth of Rs.1000 Cr.
The bidder as on the date of RFP should have a minimum of 10 existing
Section
7. clients in the field of financial/advisory services which must be having
7.2.7
minimum corpus size/net worth of Rs.1000 Cr.
The bidder should have made net profit in each of last five financial years and
Section
8. should have an average annual turnover of Rs 400 Crore or more for last
7.2.8
seven financial years.
The bidder should have valid Income tax Permanent Account Number (PAN), Section
9.
7.2.9
GST and other Statutory registration.
The Firm and its CEO/Managing Director/Chairman or equivalent should not
Section
10. have been convicted by a court of law or indictment / adverse order passed
7.2.10
against the firm / CEO/Managing Director/Chairman or equivalent.
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6.2 Technical evaluation parameters
The following tables outline the broad parameters based on which evaluation of technical proposals
of the applicants shall be carried out by the EPFO:
Measure
Average Annual
Turnover
of
bidding firm.
Experience of
bidding firm in
preparation of
RFPs
Experience of
bidding firm in
selection
of
Custodian.
Experience of
bidding firm in
performance
review/evaluatio
n of Custodian.

Maximum
Score

Evaluatio
n Criteria

Average Annual Turnover of bidding Section
firm of last 7 years
7.3.1

6

Table 1

No. of RFPs completed/ongoing in last
Section
10 years for the clients in the area of
7.3.2
financial/advisory services

6

Table 2

No. of assignments completed/ongoing Section
in last 10 years
7.3.3

6

Table 3

4

Table 4(a)

4

Table 4(b)

Section
7.3.5

9

Table 5

Section
7.3.6

5

Table 6

Section
7.3.7.1

2

Table 7 (a)

Section

3

Table 7 (b)

Measurement Criteria

Supporting
Document

(a)
Number of years of experience in
Section
review/evaluation of performance of
7.3.4 (a)
Custodian.
Section
(b)
Number of clients served till date
7.3.4 (b)

Experience of
bidding firm in No. of assignments completed/ongoing
selection
of in last 10 years
Auditor.
Number of assignments/projects in the
Experience with current Financial year and previous
financial sector Financial years (FY 2015-16, 2016-17,
regulator
2017-18, 2018-19 & 2019-20) for
Financial Sector regulators – in India
Minimum
Qualification:
B.Tech./
MBA(Finance)/ MBA(Economics)/LL.B.
Experience:
Profile of Team (a) No. of assignments completed which
involved selection of Custodian for
Leader
securities of Funds with a minimum
corpus size of Rs.10000 Cr.
(b) No. of assignments completed which
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involved performance review/evaluation
of Custodian for securities of Funds with
a minimum corpus size of Rs.10000 Cr.
(c) No. of Assignments completed which
involved selection of Auditor for Funds
with a minimum corpus size of
Rs.10000 Cr.
(d) Years of Experience in the relevant
field

7.3.7.2

Section
7.3.7.3

2

Table 7 (c)

Section
7.3.7.4

5

Table 7 (d)

Minimum
Qualification:
B.Tech./
MBA(Finance)/ MBA(Economics)/ LL.B.
C.A./CFA is also acceptable for the
Profile of the team member designated for Selection
team (All three of Auditor.
Section
team members
7.3.8 (a)
should
be Experience:
separate
No. of Assignments completed which
individuals and involved Selection & performance
not include the review/evaluation of Custodian and
team leader).
Selection of Auditor for Funds with a
minimum corpus size of Rs.10000 Cr.

Average experience of the team in the Section
relevant field
7.3.8 (b)

Writeup/Presentation

Total

Methodology to be followed for
Section
execution of assignment to select the
7.3.9
best talent from the market.

15
(5
marks
each
for
one team
member
for
selection,
one team
member
Table 8 (a)
for review
of
Custodian
and
one
team
member
for
selection
of Auditor
3

10

Table 8 (b)
Score will
be
assigned
by
Committee
on quality
of
writeup/present
ation

80
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6.2.1 Evaluation and scoring process

Table 1 – Average Annual Turnover
Average Annual Turnover of last 7 years (in Crore Rs)
Up to 500
501-1000
1001-1500
1501-2000
2001-2500
More than 2500

Score
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 2 - Experience in preparation of RFPs in last 10 years for the clients in the area of
financial/advisory services.
No. Of RFPs completed/ongoing in last 10 years for the clients in the area of
financial/advisory services
Up to 50
51-100
101-150
151-200
201-250
251 & more

Score
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 3 - Experience in selection of Custodian
No. Of assignments completed/ongoing assignments in last 10 years
Up to 2
2-4
5-7
8-10
11-13
14-16
More than 16

Score
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Table 4 (a) - Experience in review/evaluation of performance of Custodian
Number of years of experience in review/evaluation of performance of Custodian
Less than 1 year
[1-2]
[3-4]
[5-6]
[7 or more

Score
0
1
2
3
4

“[“ indicates that the number is included

Table 4 (b) - Experience in review/evaluation of performance of Custodian
Number of clients served till date in review/evaluation of performance of Custodian
1-2
3-4
5-6
7 or more

Score
1
2
3
4

Table 5 - Experience in selection of Auditor
No. Of assignments completed/ongoing in last 10 years
Up to 5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21 & more

Score
1
3
5
7
9

Table 6 - Experience with financial sector regulator
Number of assignments/projects in the current Financial years and previous
Financial years (FY 2015-16, 2016-17, 2017-18, 2018-19 & 2019-20) for Financial
Sector regulators namely SEBI, RBI, IRDA, PFRDA
1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9 or more

Score
1
2
3
4
5
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Table 7 (a) - Profile of Team Leader
No. Of Assignments completed which involved selection/appointment of Custodian
for securities of Funds with a minimum corpus size of Rs.10000 Cr.
1-5
6 or more

Score
1
2

Table 7 (b) - Profile of Team Leader
No. Of Assignments completed which involved performance review/evaluation of
Custodian for securities of Funds with a minimum corpus size of Rs.10000 Cr.
1
2
3 or more

Score
1
2
3

Table 7 (c) - Profile of Team Leader
No. Of Assignments completed which involved selection of Auditor for Funds with
a minimum corpus size of Rs.10000 Cr.
1-2
3 or more

Score
1
2

Table 7 (d) - Profile of Team Leader
Number of years of experience in financial/advisory services
Less than 5 years
[5 years - 10 years)
[10 years - 15 years)
[15 years or more

Score
0
1
3
5

Table 8 (a) (1) - Profile of the team member designated for selection of Custodian
No. Of Assignments completed which involved selection of Custodian for securities
of provident fund/pension fund/insurance fund with a minimum corpus size of
Rs.10000 cr.
[1-2]
[3-4]
5 & more

Score
1
3
5
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Table 8 (a) (2) – Profile of the team member designated for performance review/evaluation of
Custodian
No. Of Assignments completed which involved performance review/evaluation of
Custodian for securities of provident fund/pension fund/insurance fund with a
minimum corpus size of Rs.10000 cr.
[1-2]
[3-4]
5 & more

Score
1
3
5

Table 8 (a) (3) - Profile of the team member designated for selection of ECA
No. Of Assignments completed which involved selection of Auditor for provident
fund/pension fund/insurance fund with a minimum corpus size of Rs.1000 cr.
[1-2]
[3-4]
5 & more

Score
1
3
5

Table 8 (b) - Profile of the team
Average Number of years of experience in the field (year) [average experience of
above three team members as mentioned in table 8 (a) (1) to 8 (a) (3)]
3 years and above
4 years and above
5 years and above

Score
1
2
3

6.3 Financial Bid –
Financial bids shall have a score of 20 points.
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7. Format of Pre-Qualification, Technical and Financial bid
7.1 The proposal submitted by the Applicant shall comprise the following documents:
7.1.1 Pre-qualification bid, Technical Bid, Financial Bid with all the information, in the formats
enclosed with the document, duly filled in along with all attachments/schedules duly
completed and with a covering letter, duly, signed by the authorized Signatory of the
Applicant.
7.1.2 Any deviations from the requirements of the RFP must be included as a separate
statement, as per the format enclosed with this document.
7.1.3 There must be an index at the beginning of the proposal detailing the summary of all
information contained in the proposal. All pages in the proposal must be serially
numbered.
7.2 Pre-qualification bid format
Name of the Firm (full name of the firm):
Address with telephone No., Fax No., E-Mail ID, etc.
7.2.1 The bidder as on the date of RFP should be a company registered under the Companies
Act 1956, or Companies Act, 2013 or any Central or State Government Companies,
Central Public Financial Institution, Corporation or Commercial entity established through
a statute of Parliament or a body corporate registered under LLP Act 2008.
Sr.
No

1

Particulars
Registration
No. And Date
of Registration

Supporting document submitted

Remarks
if any

Annexure
No.

Relevant documents evidencing the status of
the bidder, such as Certificate of
Incorporation, Certificate of Commencement
of Business, GST registration etc.

7.2.2 The bidder should have minimum 10 years of experience in the area of financial/advisory
services in India or globally, out of which minimum 5 years of experience should be in
India. Advisory services here refer to the professional or expert advice given to its client
by a consulting firm in the area of finance/investment to help in capital formation, cash
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flow, investments (trading of instruments/securities) or wealth management. – enclose
relevant documents evidencing the period of operation, such as Certificate of
Commencement of Business, Certificate of Incorporation, GST registration etc.
Sr. No.

Supporting Documents submitted

Remarks if any

Annexure No.

7.2.3 The Bidder should have never been disqualified by ROC/SEBI/IRDA/PFRDA or any other
Legal/Financial Sector Regulatory Authority notified by Government of India - enclose a
declaration to that effect in the format of undertaking
Sr.
No.

Supporting Documents submitted

Remarks if any

Annexure No.

7.2.4 The bidder should be experienced in Selection & Performance Review/Evaluation of
Custodian and Selection of Auditor for pension/provident/insurance/mutual funds having
corpus size of Rs 10000 Cr. or more.- enclose documentary proof such as satisfactory
completion letter, work order etc.
Sr.
No.

Name
Assignment

of Supporting
Documents submitted

Remarks if any

Annexure No.

7.2.5 The bidder should have minimum on-roll staff of 100 people working in the area of
financial/advisory services. Out of these, at least 50 should be analysts with experience
and expertise in finance/advisory services - enclose appropriate supporting undertaking /
certificate specifically certifying that as on the date of RFP, the bidder has a minimum
staff of 100 people working in the area of financial/advisory services and out of these, at
least 50 are financial analysts with minimum qualification of MBA/ CA/CFA/post graduate
degree in finance.
Sr. No.

Supporting Documents submitted Remarks if any

Annexure No.

Sr. No.

Name

Qualification

Designation

Work area
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7.2.6 The bidder, as on the date of RFP, should have handled 100 assignments/produced
reports or a combination of 100 assignments and reports in the area of financial/advisory
services. These can include reports etc. produced on suomotu basis, reports etc.
produced on behalf of clients. These can also include reports/assignments produced
handled jointly with other entities. Out of these 100 reports, at least 20 should be in
respect of pension/provident funds/insurance funds having minimum corpus size of
Rs.1000 Cr or banking/financial institution based in India or abroad having minimum net
worth of Rs.1000 Cr.
Sr.
No.

Name of
assignment

Type of
Instrument

Supporting Documents
submitted

Remark if
any

Annexure
No

7.2.7 The bidder as on the date of RFP should have a minimum of 10 existing clients in the
field of financial/advisory services which must be having minimum corpus size/net worth
of Rs.1000 Cr. - enclose appropriate supporting documents such as mandate letter/work
order/letter of award/appointment letter/copy of agreement/Satisfactory completion letter
etc.
Sr.
No.

Name of
assignment

Type of
Instrument

Supporting Documents
submitted

Remark if
any

Annexure
No

7.2.8 The bidder should have made net profit in each of last five financial years and have
average annual turnover of Rs 400 Crore or more for last seven financial years. Copies of
the audited statements of Profit & Loss Account / Balance Sheets/ Annual Reports for the
last 7 financial years (2012-13 to 2018-19).
Sr.
No.

Supporting Documents submitted

Remarks if any

Annexure No.
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7.2.9 The bidder should have valid Income tax Permanent Account Number (PAN), GST and
other statutory registrations. – enclose copy.
Sr.
No.

Supporting Documents submitted

7.2.10 The bidding firm

Remarks if any

Annexure No.

and its CEO/Managing Director/Chairman or equivalent competent

authority should not have been convicted by a court of law or indictment / adverse order
passed against the firm / CEO/Managing Director/Chairman or equivalent.– Undertaking
from the CEO/Managing Director or equivalent competent authority of the Consultant firm
certifying the same. Refer section 8.6 for the format of Undertaking.
7.3 Technical Proposal Format
The following quantitative information is required to be submitted by the Applicants:
7.3.1 Average Annual Turnover of last seven financial years - Undertaking certifying the same
along with corroborating documents. Refer section 8.6 for the format of Undertaking.
Average Annual Turnover of last seven financial years

Sr.No.

Financial Year

Supporting Documents submitted

Remarks if any

Annexure No.

7.3.2 Experience in preparation of RFPs in last 10 years for the clients in the area of
financial/advisory services – Undertaking certifying the same along with corroborating
document/certificate of client/task completion certificate etc. Refer section 8.6 for the
format of Undertaking.
No. Of RFPs completed/ongoing in last 10 years

Financial
Year

Name of
client

Nature of Start date of
RFP
assignment

End date of
assignment

Average AUM of the fund/funds
for which RFP was prepared
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7.3.3 Experience in selection of Custodian in last 10 financial years. – Undertaking certifying
the same along with corroborating document/certificate of client/task completion
certificate etc. Refer section 8.6 for the format of Undertaking.
No. Of assignments completed/ongoing in last 10 years

Financial
Year

Name
of
client

Nature of
Assignment

Start date of
assignment

End date of
assignment

Average AUM of the
fund/funds for which
assignment was done

7.3.4 Experience in review/evaluation of performance of Custodian
7.3.4.(a)

Number of years of experience in review/evaluation of performance of
Custodian - Undertaking certifying the same along with corroborating
document/certificate of client/task completion certificate etc. Refer section 8.6
for the format of Undertaking.
Experience (in years)

Financial
Year

7.3.4.(b)

Name of
client

Nature of
Assignment

Start date of
Assignment

End date of
Assignment

AUM of the
client

Number of clients served till date in review/evaluation of performance of
Custodian - Undertaking from the Senior Manager certifying the same along
with corroborating document/certificate of client/task completion certificate etc.
Refer section 8.6 for the format of Undertaking.
No. Of clients served
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7.3.5 Experience in selection of Auditor in last 10 financial years. – Undertaking certifying the
same along with corroborating document/certificate of client/task completion certificate
etc. Refer section 8.6 for the format of Undertaking.
No. Of assignments completed/ongoing in last 10 years

Financial
Year

Name
of
client

Nature of
Assignment

Start date of
assignment

End date of
assignment

Average AUM of the
fund/funds for which
assignment was done

7.3.6 Experience with financial sector regulator - Undertaking from the certifying the same
along with corroborating document/certificate of client/task completion certificate etc.
Refer section 8.6 for the format of Undertaking.
Number of assignments/projects in the current Financial year and previous Financial
years (FY 2015-16, 2016-17, 2017-18, 2018-19 & 2019-20) for Financial Sector
regulators – in India – Undertaking certifying the same along with corroborating
document/certificate of client/task completion certificate etc. Refer section 8.6 for the
format of Undertaking.
Number of assignments/projects in the current Financial
years and previous Financial years

Financial
Year

Name of Financial
Sector Regulator

Nature of
Assignment

Start date of
Assignment

End date of
Assignment

7.3.7 Profile of the Team leader - CV of the assigned Team leader to be provided in the
following format: Provide corroborating document for qualification and experience.
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Name
Present designation
Proposed Position and Role
Age
Qualification
Details of experience in field of financial analysis

Partner / team
team members

leader/

Details of each work done
along with the time period

Experience in handling assignments which involved
assisting an organization in selection & performance
review/evaluation of custodian and selection of
auditor
Other areas of experience
Current Responsibilities
Total relevant experience (No. of years as on last date
of submission of bid)
Tenure spent with the firm (No. of years as on last
date of submission of bid)
Any other relevant information

7.3.7.1

No. Of Assignments completed which involved selection of Custodian for
securities of Funds with a minimum corpus size of Rs.10000 Cr. Provide
corroborating document for qualification and experience.

No. Of Assignments completed which involved selection of Custodian for
securities of Funds with a minimum corpus size of Rs.10000 Cr.

Eligible Assignments of Key Personnel
Sl. No.

Name of team leader:

1.

Designation of team leader:

2.

Name of the Project:

3.

Details of Project

4.

Name of client and Address

5.

Start date of the services (month/year):

6.

Finish date of the services (month/year):
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7.

Estimated cost of the Project

8.

Experience/expertise of the relevant assignment

9.

Any other relevant information

7.3.7.2

No. Of Assignments completed which involved performance review/evaluation
of Custodian for securities of Funds with a minimum corpus size of Rs.10000
Cr. Provide corroborating document for qualification and experience.

No. Of Assignments completed which involved performance review/evaluation
of Custodian for securities of Funds with a minimum corpus size of Rs.10000
Cr.

Eligible Assignments of Key Personnel
Sl. No.

7.3.7.3

Name of team leader:

1.

Designation of team leader:

2.

Name of the Project:

3.

Details of Project

4.

Name of client and Address

5.

Start date of the services (month/year):

6.

Finish date of the services (month/year):

7.

Estimated cost of the Project

8.

Experience/expertise of the relevant assignment

9.

Any other relevant information

No. Of Assignments completed which involved selection of Auditor for Funds
with a minimum corpus size of Rs.10000 Cr. Provide corroborating document
for qualification and experience.

No. Of Assignments completed which involved selection of Auditor for Funds
with a minimum corpus size of Rs.10000 Cr.

Eligible Assignments of Key Personnel
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Sl. No.

7.3.7.4

Name of team leader:

1. .

Designation of team leader:

2.

Name of the Project:

3.

Details of Project

4.

Name of client and Address

5.

Start date of the services (month/year):

6.

Finish date of the services (month/year):

7.

Estimated cost of the Project

8.

Experience/expertise of the relevant assignment

9.

Any other relevant information

Years of Experience in the area of financial/advisory services. Provide
corroborating document for qualification and experience.
Years of Experience in financial/advisory services

Sr. No.

Name of the Position
firm

Details of profile and Period
assignments completed

7.3.8 Profile of the team - Provide CVs of following three team members:
(a) One team member designated for selection of Custodian
(b) One team member designated for performance review/evaluation of Custodian
(c) One team member designated for selection of Auditor
Format for profile of proposed execution team.
Provide corroborating document for qualification and experience.
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Name of the team member
Present designation
Proposed Position and Role
Age
Qualification
Details of experience in relevant field (specified
details)

Details of each work
done along with the time
period

Experience in assisting selection & performance
review/evaluation of Custodian and selection of
Auditor
Other areas of experience
Current Responsibilities
Total relevant experience (No. of years as on last date
of submission of bid)
Tenure spent with the firm (No. of years as on last date
of submission of bid)
Any other point
Signature

7.3.8.(a)

No. of relevant assignments completed by each team members designated for
task listed in 7.3.8. Provide corroborating document for qualification and
experience.
No. of relevant assignments completed by corresponding team member

Eligible Assignments of each team member as per clause 7.3.8
Sl. No.

Name of team member:

1.

Designation of team member:

2.

Name of the Project:

3.

Details of Project

4.

Name of client and Address

5.

Start date of the services (month/year):

6.

Finish date of the services (month/year):

7.

Estimated cost of the Project
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* give details in respect of each proposed team member.
7.3.8.(b)

Average number of Years of Experience in the relevant field of the proposed
team (∑ experience of each member/3)
Average number of Years of Experience in the relevant field of
the proposed team (∑ experience of each member/3)

7.3.9 Applicant are required to submit a write-up on Methodology to be followed for execution
of assignment and may also be required to give a presentation on the methodology &
approach before the Committee mentioned at clause 5.3.
7.3.10 Organization chart – with names and responsibilities
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7.3 Financial bid Format
7.4.1 The Financial bid shall be submitted in the following format
Sl.
No.
1.

Charges for Activity to be carried out

Unit

2.

Performance Review/Evaluation of Custodian as Rate per
per scope of work under clause 4.3
quarter

3.

Preparation of Request for Proposal (RFP) and in Lump sum
evaluating the Technical and Financial Bids for
selection of ECA as per scope of work under
clause 4.2

Consultancy
Fee (In Rs.)

In
words

Preparation of Request for Proposal (RFP) and in Lump sum
evaluating the Technical and Financial Bids for
selection of Custodian as per scope of work
under clause 4.2

Total = [1] + 12x[2] + [3]

#

# this figure will be considered for calculating Financial bid score.
Note:1. The Financial Bid shall be inclusive of all expenses including local conveyance. Out of station,
travelling, boarding and lodging expenses shall be as per the rules applicable in EPFO for
officers drawing the salary at Level-11 in Pay Matrix or actual, whichever is less.
2. Financial bids should be exclusive of Taxes
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7.5 Bid Evaluation Process
7.5.1

Sealed proposals comprising of three separate bids that include Pre-Qualification bid,
Technical bid and financial bid from the Bidders will be evaluated as under:
a)

The pre-qualification bid shall be evaluated by the Committee to shortlist the
bidders eligible for evaluation of their technical bids.

b)

The technical bids of only those eligible/shortlisted bidders, who fulfill all the
eligibility conditions for pre-qualification, will be opened and thereafter evaluated.

c)

The selection shall be on the basis of a combined score of Technical and Financial
bids. The Technical Bid shall have a weight of 80% and the Financial Bid a weight
of 20%.

d)

Maximum score for each criterion for evaluating technical bids is as per clause 6.2
Financial bid will have a maximum score of 20. Technical bid will have maximum
score of 80.

e)

Standard Format for submission of information with documents to be submitted for
technical bid and the format for financial bid are placed as 7.3 and 7.4 above.

f)

Only entities with a score of at least 55 marks out of 80 in Technical Bid will qualify
for evaluation of their Financial Bid.
(ILLUSTRATION)
Sr No
1
2
3
4

g)

Bidder
A
B
C
D

Technical Score
55
68
72
50

Qualified for opening of final bid
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

The Technical bid with the highest technical score will be given a final technical
score of 80 and other proposals will be given final technical scores that are
proportional to their technical score. This will be treated as ‘final technical score’
for evaluation purpose.
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(ILLUSTRATION)
Sr No
1
2
3

h)

Bidder Technical Score
Technical Score out of 75 (ES/HES*75)
A
55
55/72*80 = 61.11
B
68
68/72*80 = 75.56
C
72 (HES)
72/72*80 = 80.00
* ES – Evaluated Score, HES – Highest Evaluated Score

The financial bid with the lowest cost will be given a financial score of 20 and other
proposals will be given financial scores that are inversely proportional to their
prices. This will be treated as ‘final financial score’ for evaluation purpose.
(ILLUSTRATION)

i)

Sr
No
1

Bidder

2
3

B
2 (LEC)
2/2*20 = 20.00
C
4
2/4*20 = 10.00
* EC – Evaluated Cost, LEC – Lowest Evaluated Cost

A

Financial Bid
Lakhs) (EC)
3

(in Financial Score out of 25 (LEC/EC*25)
2/3*20 = 13.33

The total score of technical and financial bids shall be obtained by adding up the
final technical score (i.e. score obtained out of 80) and final financial score (i.e.
score obtained out of 20).
Sl.
No.
1
2
3

I)

Bidder
A
B
C

Final
Score
61.11
75.56
80.00

Technical Final Financial Total
Score
Score
13.33
74.44
20.00
95.56
10.00
90.00

Combined

Highest Points basis: On the basis of the combined weightage score for technical
and financial bids, the Applicant shall be ranked in terms of the total score
obtained. The proposal obtaining the highest total combined score in evaluation of
technical and financial bids will be ranked as H-1 followed by the proposals
securing lesser marks as H-2, H-3, etc. The bid with highest score will be selected.
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ILLUSTRATION
Sl. No.

Bidder

Total Combined Qualified for opening of Financial Bid
Score
and Evaluation thereof
74.44
H3

1

A

2

B

95.56

H1

3

C

90.00

H2

7.6 Combined Scores - Generally the successful applicant shall be the applicant having the highest
combined score. In the event of two or more proposals having the same scores in the final
ranking, the proposal with the highest technical score would be ranked first. In the event of a tie
in combined scores as well as technical scores, the proposal with highest bidder credentials
score (out of 40 points in technical evaluation) will be ranked first. In the event of a tie in
combined scores as well as technical scores and bidder credentials scores, the proposal with
highest team credentials score (out of 30 points in technical evaluation) will be ranked first.
7.7 Conflict of Interest
7.7.1 An Applicant shall not have a conflict of interest that may affect the Selection Process or
the Consultancy (the Conflict of Interest”). Any Applicant found to have a Conflict of
Interest shall be disqualified.
7.7.2 EPFO requires that the Consultant provides professional, objective, and impartial advice
and at all times hold EPFO’s interests paramount, avoid conflicts with other assignments or
its own interests, and act without any consideration for future work. The Consultant shall
not accept or engage in any assignment that would be in conflict with its prior or current
obligations to other clients, or that may place it in a position of not being able to carry out
the assignment in the best interests of EPFO.
7.7.3 In order to avoid any conflict of interest, Any entity who either itself, or through its partners,
subsidiaries, agents, affiliates, or related bodies, has been engaged by EPFO for any
consulting or advisory services related to selection or performance evaluation of Portfolio
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Manager(s), Custodian(s) or External Concurrent Auditor(s) in the past three (03) years, is
not permitted to apply in the bidding process against this RFP.
7.7.4 Without limiting the generality of the above, an Applicant shall be deemed to have a
Conflict of Interest affecting the Selection Process, if:
a.

the Applicant, its consortium member (the “Member”) or Associates (or any
constituent thereof) and any other Applicant, its consortium member or Associate (or
any constituent thereof) have common controlling shareholders or other interest;
provided that this disqualification shall not apply in cases where the direct or indirect
shareholding or ownership interest of an Applicant, its Member or Associate (or any
shareholder thereof having a shareholding of more than 5 per cent of the paid up and
subscribed share capital of such Applicant, Member or Associate, as the case may
be) in the other Applicant, its consortium member or Associate is less than 5% (five
per cent) of the subscribed and paid up equity share capital thereof. For the purposes
of this sub-clause, indirect shareholding held through one or more intermediate
persons shall be computed as follows: (aa) where any intermediary is controlled by a
person through management control or otherwise, the entire shareholding held by
such controlled intermediary in any other person (the “Subject Person”) shall be taken
into account for computing the shareholding of such controlling person in the Subject
Person; and (bb) subject always to Sub-clause (aa) above, where a person does not
exercise control over an intermediary, which has shareholding in the Subject Person,
the computation of indirect shareholding of such person in the Subject Person shall
be undertaken on a proportionate basis; provided, however, that no such
shareholding shall be reckoned under this Sub-clause (bb) if the shareholding of such
person in the intermediary is less than 26% (twenty six per cent) of the subscribed
and paid up equity shareholding of such intermediary; or

b.

a constituent of such Applicant is also a constituent of another Applicant; or

c.

such Applicant or its Associate receives or has received any direct or indirect subsidy
or grant from any other Applicant or its Associate; or

d.

such Applicant has the same legal representative for purposes of this Application as
any other Applicant; or
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e.

such Applicant has a relationship with another Applicant, directly or through common
third parties, that puts them in a position to have access to each other’s information
about, or to influence the Application of either or each of the other Applicant; or

f.

there is a conflict among this and other consulting assignments of the Applicant
(including its personnel and other members, if any) and any subsidiaries or entities
controlled by such Applicant or having common controlling shareholders. The duties
of the Consultant will depend on the circumstances of each case. While providing
consultancy services to the Authority for this particular assignment, the Consultant
shall not take up any assignment that by its nature will result in conflict with the
present assignment; or

g.

the Applicant, its Member or Associate (or any constituent thereof), and the bidder or
Concessionaire, if any, for the Project, its contractor(s) or sub-contractor(s) (or any
constituent thereof) have common controlling shareholders or other ownership
interest; provided that this disqualification shall not apply in cases where the direct or
indirect shareholding or ownership interest of an Applicant, its Member or Associate
(or any shareholder thereof having a shareholding of more than 5% (five per cent) of
the paid up and subscribed share capital of such Applicant, Member or Associate, as
the case may be,) in the bidder or Concessionaire, if any, or its contractor(s) or subcontractor(s) is less than 5% (five per cent) of the paid up and subscribed share
capital of such Concessionaire or its contractor(s) or sub-contractor(s); provided
further that this disqualification shall not apply to ownership by a bank, insurance
company, pension fund or a Public Financial Institution referred to in sub-section (72)
of section 2 of the Companies Act, 2013. For the purposes of this Sub-clause (h),
indirect shareholding shall be computed in accordance with the provisions of Subclause (a) above.

For purposes of this RFP, Associate means, in relation to the Applicant, a such Applicant, or is
deemed or published as an “Associate Office”; or has a formal arrangement such as tie up for
client referral or technology sharing, joint venture with the Applicant (the “Associate”); provided,
however, that if the Applicant has any formal arrangement such as consortium membership in
a consortium of advisers/ Consultant for a particular assignment/ project, not being this project,
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with any other person, then such other person shall not be treated to be an Associate of the
Applicant solely due to the reason of forming such consortium. As used in this definition, the
expression “control” mean, with respect to a person which is a company or corporation, the
ownership, directly or indirectly, of more than 50% (fifty per cent) of the voting shares of such
person, and with respect to a person which is not a company or corporation, the power to
direct the management and policies of such person by operation of law or by contract.
7.7.5 In the event that the Consultant, its Associates or affiliates are auditors or financial
advisers to any of the bidders for the Project, they shall make a disclosure to the Authority
as soon as any potential conflict comes to their notice but in no case later than 7 (seven)
days from the opening of the RFP applications for the Project and any breach of this
obligation of disclosure shall be construed as Conflict of Interest. The Authority shall, upon
being notified by the Consultant under this Clause decide whether it wishes to terminate
this Consultancy or otherwise, and convey its decision to the Consultant within an
appropriate period.
7.7.6 The Selected Consultant and its associates/partner/subsidiary companies shall not be
allowed to bid in selection of Custodian and selection of ECA of EPFO.
7.8 Number of Proposals - No Applicant or its Associate shall submit more than one Application for
the Consultancy. An Applicant applying individually or as an Associate shall not be entitled to
submit another application either individually or as a member of any consortium, as the case
may be.
7.9 Cost of Proposal - The Applicants shall be responsible for all of the costs associated with the
preparation of their Proposals and their participation in the Selection Process including
subsequent negotiation, visits to the Authority, Project site etc. The Authority will not be
responsible or in any way liable for such costs, regardless of the conduct or outcome of the
Selection Process.
7.10 Acknowledgement by Applicant
The Bidder shall submit an undertaking that it has:
a)

Made a complete and careful examination of the RFP;
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b)

Received all relevant information requested from EPFO;

c)

Accepted the risk of inadequacy, error or mistake in the information provided in the RFP or
furnished by or on behalf of the EPFO.

d)

Satisfied itself about all matters, things and information necessary and required for
submitting an informed Application and performance of all of its obligations thereunder;

7.11 Right to reject any or all Proposals -The issue of this RFP does not imply that the EPFO is
bound to select a Bidder or to appoint the Selected Bidder. EPFO reserves the right to reject all
or any of the Proposals without assigning any reasons whatsoever.

7.12 Substitution of Key Personnel -The EPFO will not normally allow any request of the Selected
Consultant for substitution of the Financial Expert/Team Leader as the ranking of the Consultant
is based on the evaluation of the Financial Expert/Team Leader and any change therein may
upset the ranking. Substitution can only be permitted in exceptional circumstances if the
Financial Expert is not available for reasons of any incapacity or ill health, subject to equally or
better qualified and experienced personnel being provided to the satisfaction of the EPFO.
Consultant must submit the CV of new Financial Expert/ Team Leader, which shall be evaluated
by EPFO. The new Financial Expert/ Team Leader, which is suggested must be equally
competent and must possess almost same/better relevant experience and only in exceptional
circumstances which are acceptable with EPFO and with permission.
7.13 Amendment of RFP - At any time prior to the deadline for submission of Proposal, EPFO may,
for any reason, whether on its own initiative or in response to clarifications requested by an
Applicant, modify the RFP document by the issuance of Addendum/ Amendment and by
conveying the same to the prospective Applicants by publishing on website of EPFO.
7.14 Fraud and corrupt practices –
The Bidders and their respective officers, employees, agents and advisers shall observe the
highest standard of ethics during the Bidding Process and subsequent to the issue of the LOA
and during the subsistence of the Concession Agreement. Notwithstanding anything to the
contrary contained herein, or in the LOA or the Concession Agreement, the Authority may reject
a Bid, withdraw the LOA, or terminate the Concession Agreement, as the case may be, without
being liable in any manner whatsoever to the Bidder or Concessionaire, as the case may be, if it
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determines that the Bidder or Concessionaire, as the case may be, has, directly or indirectly or
through an agent, engaged in corrupt practice, fraudulent practice, coercive practice,
undesirable practice or restrictive practice in the Bidding Process. In such an event, the Authority
shall be entitled to forfeit and appropriate the Bid Security or Performance Security, as the case
may be, as Damages, without prejudice to any other right or remedy that may be available to the
Authority under the Bidding Documents and/ or the Concession Agreement, or otherwise.

7.15 Without prejudice to the rights of the Authority under Clause 7.14. hereinabove and the rights
and remedies which the Authority may have under the LOA or the Concession Agreement, or
otherwise if a Bidder or Concessionaire, as the case may be, is found by the Authority to have
directly or indirectly or through an agent, engaged or indulged in any corrupt practice, fraudulent
practice, coercive practice, undesirable practice or restrictive practice during the Bidding
Process, or after the issue of the LOA or the execution of the Concession Agreement, such
Bidder or Concessionaire shall not be eligible to participate in any tender or RFP issued by the
Authority during a period of 3 (three) years from the date such Bidder or Concessionaire, as the
case may be, is found by the Authority to have directly or indirectly or through an agent,
engaged or indulged in any corrupt practice, fraudulent practice, coercive practice, undesirable
practice or restrictive practices, as the case may be.
7.16 For the purposes of this Clause, the following terms shall have the meaning hereinafter
respectively assigned to them:
(a)

“corrupt practice” means (i) the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting, directly or
indirectly, of anything of value to influence the action of any person connected with the
Selection Process (for avoidance of doubt, offering of employment to or employing or
engaging in any manner whatsoever, directly or indirectly, any official of the Authority who
is or has been associated in any manner, directly or indirectly with the Selection Process
or the LOA or has dealt with matters concerning the Agreement or arising therefrom,
before or after the execution thereof, at any time prior to the expiry of one year from the
date such official resigns or retires from or otherwise ceases to be in the service of the
Authority, shall be deemed to constitute influencing the actions of a person connected
with the Selection Process; or (ii) save as provided herein, engaging in any manner
whatsoever, whether during the Selection Process or after the issue of the LOA or after
the execution of the Agreement, as the case may be, any person in respect of any matter
relating to the Project or the LOA or the Agreement, who at any time has been or is a
legal, financial or technical consultant/adviser of the Authority in relation to any matter
concerning the Project;
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(b)

“fraudulent practice” means a misrepresentation or omission of facts or suppression of
facts or disclosure of incomplete facts, in order to influence the Bidding Process;

(c)

“coercive practice” means impairing or harming, or threatening to impair or harm, directly
or indirectly, any person or property to influence any person’s participation or action in the
Bidding Process;

(d)

“undesirable practice” means (i) establishing contact with any person connected with or
employed or engaged by the Authority with the objective of canvassing, lobbying or in any
manner influencing or attempting to influence the Bidding Process; or (ii) having a Conflict
of Interest; and

(e)

“restrictive practice” means forming a cartel or arriving at any understanding or
arrangement among Bidders with the objective of restricting or manipulating a full and fair
competition in the Bidding Process.

7.17 Proposal Due Date
7.17.1 Proposal should be submitted at or before 11:00 hrs on the Proposal Due Date (PDD)
specified in Clause 5.9 at the Central Public Procurement Portal in the manner and form
as detailed in this RFP.
7.17.2 The Authority may, in its sole discretion, extend the PDD by issuing an Addendum in
accordance with Clause 7.13 uniformly for all Applicants.
7.18 The applicant shall keep confidential and shall not, without the written consent of EPFO make
any unauthorized use of or divulge to any third party any documents, data or other information
furnished directly or indirectly in connection with the assignment, whether such information has
been furnished prior to, during or following termination of the contract.
7.19 The applicant shall take necessary steps to ensure confidential handling of all matters
pertaining but not limited to documents, reports, plans, methods and any other information
developed or acquired by him from EPFO under the terms of the contract or in performance
thereof.
7.20 The applicant undertakes to indemnify EPFO from and against all losses, claims, damages,
compensation etc. on account of any cancellation, revocation, recall, quashing or setting aside
(whether in a judicial proceeding or otherwise) of the selection process for selection of
custodian or ECA attributable to the applicant's breach of warranty, disclosures or other
express undertakings made by the applicant.
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8

Formats for Covering Letter and Clarifications, Deviations and
Undertaking

8.1

Format for Pre-qualification Covering letter
(To be submitted on the official letterhead of the interested party submitting the RFP)

Ref : ________________________
Date/Place : __________________
Additional Central PF Commissioner (IMC),
Employees’ Provident Fund Organization (EPFO),
Bhavishya Nidhi Bhavan,
14, Bhikaiji Cama Place,
New Delhi - 110066
Sir,
Ref:

Pre-qualification for appointment as Consultant to assist EPFO in selection &
performance review of Custodian and selection of External Concurrent Auditor.
I/We refer to the communication inviting Request for Proposal (RFP) for Appointment as

Consultant to assist EPFO in selection & performance review/evaluation of Custodian and selection
of External Concurrent Auditor. I/We have read and understood the contents of the document and
wish to participate in the appointment process. I/We are pleased to submit our Pre-qualification bid
along with all the necessary documents, as mentioned in the RFP, for appointment as Consultant to
assist EPFO in selection & performance review of Custodian and selection of External Concurrent
Auditor. I/We confirm that we satisfy the Pre-qualification criteria set out in the relevant sections of the
RFP.
I/We agree to unconditional acceptance of all the terms and conditions set out in the RFP documents.
I/We confirm that the information contained in this proposal or any part thereof, including its exhibits,
schedules, and other documents delivered to the EPFO is true, accurate, and complete. This
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proposal includes all information necessary to ensure that the statements therein do not, in whole or
in part, mislead the EPFO as to any material fact.
I/We have agreed that (insert individual authorised representative's name) will act as our
representative on our behalf and has been duly authorized to submit the proposal.
Further, the authorized signatory is vested with requisite powers to furnish such letter and
authenticate the same.
Yours faithfully,
For and on behalf of ______________________(Insert company name)

Authorised Signatory
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8.2

Format for Technical Proposal Covering Letter
(To be forwarded on the letterhead of the Applicant submitting the proposal).

Ref:____________________
Date: __________________
Additional Central PF Commissioner (IMC),
Employees’ Provident Fund Organization (EPFO),
Bhavishya Nidhi Bhavan,
14, Bhikaiji Cama Place,
New Delhi - 110066
Sir,
Ref:

Request for Proposal (RFP): Appointment of Consultant for selection & performance
review of Custodian and selection of External Concurrent Auditor.

Dear Sir,
With reference to your RFP Document dated ……………, I/We, having examined all relevant
documents and understood their contents, hereby submit our Proposal for Appointment as Consultant
for selection & performance review of Custodian and selection of External Concurrent Auditor. The
proposal is unconditional and unqualified.
2.

I/We acknowledge that the EPFO will be relying on the information provided in the Proposal and
the documents accompanying the Proposal for selection of the Consultant, and I/We certify that
all information provided in the Proposal is true and correct, nothing has been omitted which
renders such information misleading; and all documents accompanying such Proposal are true
copies of their respective originals..

3.

This statement is made for the express purpose of appointment as the Consultant for the
aforesaid Project

4.

I/We shall make available to the EPFO any additional information it may deem necessary or
require for supplementing or authenticating the Proposal.

5.

I/We acknowledge the right of the EPFO to reject our application without assigning any reason
or otherwise and hereby waive our right to challenge the same on any account whatsoever.
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6.

I/We certify that in the last three years, I/We or any of our Associates have neither failed to
perform on any contract, as evidenced by imposition of a penalty by an arbitral or judicial
authority or a judicial pronouncement or arbitration award against the Applicant, nor been
expelled from any project or contract by any public authority nor have had any contract
terminated by any public authority for breach on our part.

7.

I/ We declare that:
(a) I/ We have examined and have no reservations to the Bidding Documents, including any
Addendum issued by the Authority; and
(b) I/ We do not have any conflict of interest in accordance with Clauses 7.7 of the RFP
document; and
(c) I/ We have not directly or indirectly or through an agent engaged or indulged in any corrupt
practice, fraudulent practice, coercive practice, undesirable practice or restrictive practice, as
defined in Clause 7.14 of the RFP document, in respect of any tender or request for
proposals issued by or any agreement entered into with the Authority or any other public
sector enterprise or any government, Central or State; and
(d) I/ We hereby certify that we have taken steps to ensure that in conformity with the provisions
of Clause 7.14 of the RFP, no person acting for us or on our behalf has engaged or will
engage in any corrupt practice, fraudulent practice, coercive practice, undesirable practice or
restrictive practice; and
(e) the undertakings given by us along with the Application in response to the RFP for the
Project were true and correct as on the date of making the Application and are also true and
correct as on the Bid Due Date and I/we shall continue to abide by them.

8.

I/ We understand that you may cancel the Bidding Process at any time and that you are neither
bound to accept any Bid that you may receive nor to invite the Bidders to Bid for the Project,
without incurring any liability to the Bidders, in accordance with Clause 1.7 of the RFP
document.

9.

I/ We declare that we/ any Member of the Consortium, or our/ its Associates are not a Member
of a/ any other Consortium submitting a Bid for the Project.

10. I/ We certify that in regard to matters other than security and integrity of the country, we/ any
Member of the Consortium or any of our/ their Associates have not been convicted by a Court of
Law or indicted or adverse orders passed by a regulatory authority which could cast a doubt on
our ability to undertake the Project or which relates to a grave offence that outrages the moral
sense of the community.
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11. I/ We further certify that in regard to matters relating to security and integrity of the country, we/
any Member of the Consortium or any of our/ their Associates have not been charge-sheeted by
any agency of the Government or convicted by a Court of Law for any offence committed by us
or by any of our Associates.
12. I/We further certify that no investigation by a regulatory authority is pending either against us or
against our Associates or against our CEO or any of our Directors/Managers/employees.
13. I/ We hereby irrevocably waive any right or remedy which we may have at any stage at law or
howsoever otherwise arising to challenge or question any decision taken by the Authority in
connection with the selection of the Bidder, or in connection with the Bidding Process itself, in
respect of the above mentioned Project.
14. I/ We agree and understand that the Bid is subject to the provisions of the Bidding Documents.
In no case, I/we shall have any claim or right of whatsoever nature if the Project / Concession is
not awarded to me/us or our Bid is not opened or rejected.
15. We agree to keep this offer valid for 6 months from the PDD specified in the RFP.
16. In the event of my/our firm being selected as the Consultant, I/we agree and undertake to
provide the services of the Consultant in accordance with the provisions of the RFP and that the
Consultant shall be responsible for providing the agreed services itself and not through any
other firm, person or associate.
17. I/We have studied RFP and all other documents carefully. We understand that except to the
extent as expressly set forth in the Agreement, we shall have no claim, right or title arising out of
any documents or information provided to us by the EPFO or in respect of any matter arising out
of or concerning or relating to the Selection Process including the award of Consultancy.
18. The Financial Proposal is being submitted in a separate cover. This Technical Proposal read
with the Financial Proposal shall constitute the Application which shall be binding on us.
19. I/We agree and undertake to abide by all the terms and conditions of the RFP Document.
In witness thereof, I/we submit this Proposal under and in accordance with the terms of the RFP
Document.

Yours faithfully,
(Signature, name and designation of the authorized signatory)
(Name and seal of the Applicant/ Lead Member)
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8.3

Format for Financial Proposal Covering Letter
(To be forwarded on the letterhead of the Applicant submitting the proposal)

Ref:____________________
Date: __________________

Additional Central PF Commissioner (IMC),
Employees’ Provident Fund Organization (EPFO),
Bhavishya Nidhi Bhavan,
14, Bhikaiji Cama Place,
New Delhi - 110066
Dear Sir,
Ref:

Request for Proposal (RFP): Appointment of Consultant to assist EPFO in selection &
performance review of Custodian and selection of External Concurrent Auditor.

Having examined the RFP document, the receipt of which is hereby duly acknowledged, I/We, the
undersigned, offer to provide the services as required and outlined in the Request for Proposal (RFP)
for Appointment of Consultant to assist EPFO in selection & performance review/evaluation of
Custodian and selection of External Concurrent Auditor.
To meet such requirements and to provide services as set out in the RFP document I/We attach
hereto our response as required by the RFP document, which constitutes our proposal.
I/We undertake, if our proposal is accepted, to adhere to the stipulations put forward in the RFP or
such adjusted plan as may subsequently be mutually agreed between us and the EPFO or its
appointed representatives.
I/We unconditionally accept all the terms and conditions set out in the RFP document.
I/We confirm that the information contained in this proposal or any part thereof, including its
schedules, and other documents delivered to the EPFO is true, accurate, and complete. This
proposal includes all information necessary to ensure that the statements therein do not, in whole or
in part, mislead the EPFO as to any material fact.
I/We have agreed that (insert individual authorized representative's name) will act as our
representative on our behalf and has been duly authorized to submit the proposal.
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Further, the authorized signatory is vested with the requisite powers to furnish such letter and
authenticate the same.
Yours faithfully,
For and on behalf of ______________________ (Insert company name)

Authorized Signatory
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8.4

Request for clarifications

Applicant’s Request For Clarification
Name & position of
Name of Organization
person submitting
submitting request
request

Reference (Clause No.
Sr.No.
/Page No.)

Content of RFP
requiring
clarification

Address of organization including
phone, fax, email, points of
contact
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Points of Clarification required

1
2
3

8.5

Format for providing explanations for deviations if any

Applicant’s explanation for deviations
Name & position of
Name of Organization
person submitting
submitting explanation
explanation

Sr.No.

Reference
(Clause No. & Page
No.)

Deviation in proposal

Address of organization
including phone, fax, email,
points of contact
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Reason

1
2
3
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8.6

Format for undertaking
UNDERTAKING
(To be given on company letter head)

I, ___________________________, am the ________________ of
_______________________<company name> having its registered office at
_____________________________________________________.

I am authorized to sign and execute this undertaking on behalf of the company for submitting a
proposal pursuant to the request for proposal issued by the Employees’ Provident Fund Organization
(“EPFO”) for appointment of Consultant to assist EPFO in selection & performance review/evaluation
of Custodian and selection of External Concurrent Auditor.
I, on behalf of the company, solemnly affirm and declare that as on the date of application:
a. The company has experience in selection of Custodian for large pension/provident/
insurance/mutual funds having corpus size of Rs 10000 Cr. or more. The company has
completed _____________ relevant assignments in previous 10 years.
b. The company has experience in selection of Auditor for large pension/provident/
insurance/mutual funds having corpus size of Rs 10000 Cr. or more. The company has
completed _____________ relevant assignments in previous 10 years.
c. The company has experience of _________years in Performance Review/Evaluation of
Custodians for large pension/provident/ insurance/mutual funds having corpus size of Rs
10000 Cr. or more. The company has served _________ number of such clients in past 10
years.
d. The company has completed ________ (Number of assignments/reports) in the area of
financial/advisory services. Out of these assignments/reports, ________ were in respect of
pension/provident funds/insurance funds/banking or financial institutions which had a corpus
size/net worth of more than Rs.1000 Cr.
e. The company as on the date of RFP has _______ (Number of existing clients) clients in the
field of financial/advisory services which have a corpus size/net worth of more than Rs.1000
Cr.
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f. The company has a minimum on roll staff of 100 people working in the area of
financial/advisory services. Out of these at least 50 persons are analysts with experience and
expertise in finance/advisory services.
g. The total experience of team leader assigned for this task is _________________years in the
relevant field. He has successfully handled _________________ (no. of assignment) in the
past.
h. The average experience of team members assigned for this task is _________________years
in the relevant field.
i.

The company and its CEO/Managing Director/Chairman or equivalent have not been convicted
by a court of law or indictment / adverse order passed against the firm / CEO/Managing
Director/Chairman or equivalent till the date of submission of proposal.

Solemnly affirmed and undertaken on the day and year herein below written, by:
Signature of Authorized signatory ……………………………
Name

……………………………………………………

Date

……………………………………………………
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8.7

Format for Performance Bank Guarantee

To,
The Central Provident Fund Commissioner,
Employees Provident Fund Organisation,
14, HUDCO Vishala Building,
Bhikaji Cama Palace,
New Delhi-110066
Whereas, <<name of the Service Provider and address>> (hereinafter called “the Bidder”) has undertaken, in pursuance
of contract no. <Insert Contract Ref No.> dated. <Date> to provide Consultancy Services to EPFO (hereinafter called “the
purchaser”)
And whereas it has been stipulated by in the said contract that the Bidder shall furnish you with a bank guarantee by a
recognized bank for the sum specified therein as security for compliance with its obligations in accordance with the
contract;
And whereas we, <Name of Bank>, a banking company incorporated and having its head /registered office at <Address
of Registered Office> and having one of its office at <Address of Local Office> have agreed to give the supplier such a
bank guarantee.
Now, therefore, we hereby affirm that we are guarantors and responsible to you, on behalf of the supplier, a total of Rs
25,00,000/-and we undertake to pay you, upon your first written demand declaring the supplier to be in default under the
contract and without cavil or argument, any sum or sums of Rs 25,00,000/- as aforesaid, without your needing to prove or
to show grounds or reasons for your demand or the sum specified therein.
We hereby waive the necessity of your demanding the said debt from the Bidder before presenting us with the demand.
We further agree that no change or addition to or other modification of the terms of the contract to be performed there
under or of any of the contract documents which may be made between you and the Bidder shall in any way release us
from any liability under this guarantee and we hereby waive notice of any such change, addition or modification.
This Guarantee shall be valid until <<Insert Date>>
Notwithstanding anything contained herein:
Our liability under this bank guarantee shall be Rs 25,00,000/- ( Rupees Twenty Five Lakh Only )

This bank guarantee shall be valid up to << Insert Expiry Date >>
It is condition of our liability for payment of the guaranteed amount or any part thereof arising under this bank guarantee
that we receive a valid written claim or demand for payment under this bank guarantee on or before <<Insert Expiry
Date>> failing which our liability under the guarantee will automatically cease.
(Authorized Signatory of the Bank)
Seal:
Date:
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9 Terms and Conditions for Remuneration & Tenure
9.1 The remuneration for carrying out the above assignments shall be paid after each task is
completed i.e. Apportionment of Custodian and Apportionment of ECA. The remuneration for
performance review/evaluation of custodian will be paid quarterly. However, if Consultants are
required to travel as required by EPFO, TA/ DA will be paid at the rates applicable to Central
Government officers drawing a Pay equivalent to Level 11 of the pay matrix in respect of the
Team Leader & team members.
9.2 The bids shall be quoted in the manner as specified below:
Sl.
No.

Charges for Activity to be carried out

1.

Preparation of Request for Proposal (RFP) and in This is a onetime task.
evaluating the Technical and Financial Bids for selection Payment shall be made after
of Custodian as per scope of work under clause 4.2
completion of the task

2.

Performance Review/Evaluation of Custodian as per Please quote quarterly rate.
scope of work under clause 4.3
Payment
will
made
on
quarterly basis.

3.

Preparation of Request for Proposal (RFP) and in This is a onetime task.
evaluating the Technical and Financial Bids for selection Payment shall be made after
of ECA as per scope of work under clause 4.2
completion of the task
Total

Manner in which quote must
be given

#

9.3 All the amounts must be quoted exclusive of taxes. Taxes as applicable on the services
rendered by Consultant will be borne by EPFO.
9.4 The tenure of Consultant will be for the period up to the appointment of the Custodian and ECA.
Period of engagement of consultant for performance review/evaluation of Custodian will be 3
years. Tenure will be extendable further on mutually agreed terms subject to approval from
competent authority. EPFO may terminate the contract with the Consultant in case its services
are not found satisfactory.
9.5 All research/assistance related to assessment/ performance review/evaluation of Custodian shall
be provided free of cost.
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